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Pudu Plaza, Kuala Lumpur, built in 1988, during its glory period provides the first mixed development building. However it is observed that currently the plaza is wearisome with poor linkages, spiritless appearance and lack of identity. Thus, this project embarks to revitalize the Pudu Plaza and its surrounding by injecting the ‘Spirit of the Space’ that enable it to persist along with the changing ambience. In transforming this goal, the concept of “Human Place and Living Space” is being introduced. PLACE as ‘pause’ area with variety of elements that create SPACE which allows ‘movement’ for the people to experience the genius loci, enjoy the environment and capture the sense of belonging. The design incorporates the enhancement of the building façade and green building approach within the outdoor and indoor environment. The public open shopping mall and the rooftop podium created in the indoor space aim to unify with the outdoor environment of different experiences thus allowing users to have stronger emotion towards the place and spatial qualities. Hence, it is strongly belief that this inspiration will revive and push the Pudu Plaza to thrive along the vibrant progression of Kuala Lumpur towards becoming a World Class City.
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